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Abstract

We present a unified framework that considers flip-
flop and repeater insertion and the placement of flip-
flop/repeater blocks during RT or higher level design. We
introduce the concept of independent feasible regions in
which flip-flops and repeaters can be inserted in an inter-
connect to satisfy both delay and cycle time constraints.
Experimental results show that, with flip-flop insertion, we
greatly increase the ability of interconnects to meet timing
constraints. Our results also show that it is necessary to
perform interconnect optimization at early design steps as
the optimization will have even greater impact on the chip
layout as feature size continually scales down.

1 Introduction

Continued scaling of VLSI technologies has brought
the issues of interconnect-limited designs to the forefront.
In deep sub-micron circuits, global interconnect delay has
been found to be comparatively larger than gate delay. This
leads to the large increase in the number of timing viola-
tions encountered in the physical design stage of the con-
ventional design flow, because accurate delay information
for interconnects can be acquired only in physical design
stage. Therefore, the backend of the design flow has be-
come a slow iterative process with no guarantee of conver-
gence.

In the conventional design flow, the interconnect op-
timization is performed during the physical design stage.
Studies show that repeater insertion is an effective meth-
ods to minimize signal delays of global wires. However,
repeater insertion has its limitations. Several papers on re-
peater planning [5, 10, 9] at the floorplanning step have
clearly showed that not all timing requirements (delay and
transition time) can be met even by using repeaters. The
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average completion rates or the percentages of all global
nets that meet their timing constraints are 67.5% [5], 85%
[10], and 79% [9] respectively. One reason for such low
completion rates is that blockages of circuit blocks may
prevent a repeater planner from finding feasible locations
for repeaters. Alpertet al. [2] proposed distributed buffer
sites in IP blocks to solve blockage problem and improve
the routability. Moreover, the timing constraints may be so
tight that they are beyond the maximum performance that
repeater insertion can reach. In fact, the wire delay can be
as long as about ten clock cycles in the near future [7], thus
making pipelined signal transmission and the insertion of
flip-flops or latches necessary.

Recent studies [8, 11] have proposed new design flows in
which physical design was done partially during high level
design stages. This makes more accurate delay information
available at early design steps, so that lengthy iterations of
the whole design flow can be avoided. Ref. [11], for exam-
ple, proposed a design flow for architectural level retiming
with module selection to consider the long delay of global
wires. Through architectural floorplanning, the clock cycles
needed for each global interconnect are estimated. Then a
new minimal area retiming method is defined to deal with
the area delay tradeoff of circuit blocks under the clock cy-
cle constraint of global interconnects. However, the paper
did not consider the effect on the floorplan of the inserted
flip-flops (FFs) and repeaters, which are usually assumed
to be placed at their optimal positions. Since the number
of FFs and repeaters increases dramatically when the clock
frequency increases and the die size becomes larger, the
floorplan may change significantly. In addition, IP reuses
and pre-defined hard blocks may prevent flip-flops and re-
peaters from finding their locations. For these reasons,
many timing violations may still be found at physical de-
sign level, making it very difficult to avoid lengthy design
iterations.

This paper proposes a flip-flop/repeater block planning
method during architectural floorplanning/interconnect
planning stage. The addition of flip-flops (FFs) or latches
to global interconnects allows signals to be transferred from



the driver blocks to receiver blocks in pipeline stages; that
overcomes the limitation of repeater insertion. The result
can be fed back to early design stages such that proper ad-
justments to a design can be made. We propose a unified
framework that considers flip-flop and repeater insertion,
and introduce the concept of independent feasible regions
in which flip-flops and repeaters can be inserted in an in-
terconnect to satisfy both delay and cycle time constraints.
This approach can also be combined with the architectural
retiming [11] to improve the convergence speed and quality
of the circuit. With the consideration of physical locations
of FFs and repeaters, our approach can generate more prac-
tical and feasible clock cycle constraints and consider their
effects on the chip area.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, we formulate the flip-flop and repeater block plan-
ning problem. In Section 3, we present the enabling con-
cept to the proposed flip-flop and repeater block planning
solution: independent feasible regions for the placement of
flip-flops and repeaters. In Section 4, we briefly introduce
our FF/repeater block planning algorithm and then present
the experimental results on MCNC benchmark circuits, and
in Section 5, we conclude the paper.

2 Problem formulation

When the timing constraint for a given interconnect is
too stringent for repeaters to overcome, it is necessary to
insert FFs to break the long interconnect into several seg-
ments. Whenn FFs are inserted, we divide the wire into
n+1 segments. With the insertion of FFs, we also introduce
three timing constraints; one for the first segment, one for
the middle segments, and one for the last segment. The tim-
ing constraints for the middle segments is the clock period
minus the setup time and the flip-flop propagation delay.
The timing constraint for the first segment should ensure
that the delays from those source registers to the first FF are
less than one clock period minus the setup time and the reg-
ister propagation delay. Similarly, we have to consider all
sink registers to which the sink of the net sends data. The
timing constraint for the last segment should ensure that the
delays from the last FF to the sink registers are less than one
clock period minus the setup time and the flip-flop propaga-
tion delay. We denote the target delays for the first segment,
the middle segments, and the last segment byDtgt;F , Dtgt;M ,
andDtgt;L, respectively.

In this paper, we study the problem of simultaneously in-
serting FFs and repeaters into a net to meet the given timing
constraintsDtgt and the clock frequency constraint. Note
that the given timing constraints are in general smaller than
the clock period. As we do not know the actual implemen-
tations before the net driver and after the net sink, we use
the given timing constraint forDtgt;F andDtgt;L; otherwise,

the exact values ofDtgt;F andDtgt;L can be easily derived as
discussed earlier.

Given the timing constraints and clock period, we find
suitable locations along a net for the insertion of FFs and re-
peaters. Usually, the suitable location for the insertion of an
FF or a repeater is not unique. We are interested in finding
an independent feasible regionalong the net in which that
FF or repeater can be inserted to meet the required timing
constraints. All FFs or repeaters can be placed arbitrarily
in their independent feasible regions without violating the
timing constraints. In this study, we consider only two-pin
nets.

3 Flip-flop and repeater insertion

In this section, we study the problem of finding indepen-
dent feasible regions of FFs and repeaters inserted along a
net. Here, all drivers of each segment, and the repeaters
inserted in each segment are modeled as switch-level RC
circuits. We use Elmore delay model for delay computa-
tion.

First, we investigate when flip-flops are required. The
result allows us to calculate the number of FFs required for
each net to meet the timing constraints. Next, we show that
the independent feasible regions (IFRs) for both FFs and
repeaters can be derived analytically. For the results to be
useful in our proposed flip-flop/repeater block planning al-
gorithm, we should ensure that the number of FFs and re-
peaters are minimal (or nearly minimal), and the width of
IFRs of all the FFs and repeaters are balanced.

The notation for the physical parameters of the intercon-
nects, repeaters, drivers, loads, and flip-flops are as follows:

Rd: driver resistance;
Cl : load capacitance of sink;
r: wire resistance per unit length;
c: wire capacitance per unit length;
Tb: intrinsic repeater delay;
Cb: repeater input capacitance;
Rb: repeater output resistance;
CF : Flip-Flop input capacitance;
RF : Flip-Flop output resistance.

3.1 When are flip-flops needed?

Flip-flops are needed only when the delay constraints are
beyond the maximum performance that repeater insertion
can reach. Here, we derive the formula for the maximum
length that a wire with repeaters can be before it exceeds the
given target delay. To do that, we have to find the optimal
number of repeaters that achieves that.

Consider a wire with lengthL, driver Rd, and sinkCl .
If we insertn repeaters into the wire, based on the optimal
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Figure 1. Relationship between the wire
length and the ideal and actual delays.

positions of these repeaters for delay minimization given in
[1], the optimal delayDN can be expressed as:

DN(n;L) =
rc

2(n+1)
(L+ lr + ld)

2+(n+1)(RbCb+Tb)

+L(Rbc+ rCb)+ lr rCb+ lcRbc

�
rc
2
(l2r + l2c)�Tb; (1)

wherelr =
Rd�Rb

r andlc =
Cl�Cb

c .
From this equation, it is easy to get the maximal length

LN(n) for an interconnect withn repeaters under a given
timing requirementDtgt.

From Eqn. (1), we can also obtain the optimal delay
for an interconnect properly inserted with anideal optimal
numberof repeaters:

D0
opt(L) =�

Rbc+ rCb+
p

2rc(RbCb+Tb

�
�L+(lr + lc) �p

2rc(RbCb+Tb)+ lr rCb+ lcRbc�
rc
2
(l2r + l2c)�Tb; (2)

where the ideal optimal number of repeaters is:

n0
opt(L) =

r
rc

2(RbCb+Tb)
� (L+ lr + lc)�1; (3)

which may not be an integer. Therefore, under a given de-
lay constraintDtgt, the maximum wire length of a signal

inserted with the ideal optimal number of repeaters is:

L0
max(Rd;Cl ;Dtgt) =

Dtgt +Tb+
rc
2 (l

2
r + l2c)� lr rCb� lcRbc

Rbc+ rCb+
p

2rc(RbCb+Tb)
�

(lr + lc)
p

2rc(RbCb+Tb)

Rbc+ rCb+
p

2rc(RbCb+Tb)
: (4)

However,L0
max may be overestimated because the ideal op-

timal number of repeatersn0
opt may not be an integer, which

is not realizable. Figure 1 plots the ideal and the actual
optimal delays, denoted respectively byD0

opt andDopt, as
the length of an interconnect varies. We use the plots to
derive the longest wire length that satisfies a given delay
constraint:

Theorem 1 For an interconnect N with driver resistance
Rd and load capacitanceCl , the maximum wire length of the
interconnect inserted with repeaters under a given target
delay Dtgt is:

Lmax(Rd;Cl ;Dtgt) = maxfLN(bn
0c);LN(dn

0e)g;

where n0 = n0
opt(L

0
max(Rd;Cl ;Dtgt)).

Proof: Let us consider an interconnectN with lengthL. By
definition, the minimal delay ofN when inserted with opti-
mal number of repeaters is:

Dopt(L) = minfDN(0;L);DN(1;L);DN(2;L); ::::g:

As DN(n;L) for any n � 0 is continuous and monotoni-
cally increasing with respect toL, Dopt(L) is continuous
and monotonically increasing. From [1], we also know that
the optimal number of repeaters (for delay minimization) is
non-decreasing as wire length increases.

From Eqns. (1) and (2), we can deduce the the line
D0

min(L) is tangent to every curveDN(n;L) at one and only
one point. Let

�
LTn;D0

opt(LTn)
�

denote that point at which
D0

min(L) is tangent toDN(n;L). Then, equating Eqns. (1)
and (2), we obtain:

LTn = (n+1) �

r
2(RbCb+Tb)

rc
� lr � lc:

Therefore,LTn increases asn increases. In fact,LTn is
the wire length that makes the ideal optimal number of re-
peatersn0

opt(LTn) = n. AsDopt�D0
opt, butDopt is not larger

than DN(n;L) for any n,
�
LTn;D0

opt(LTn)
�

is also on the
curveDopt(L), or Dopt(LTn) = D0

opt(LTn).
From Eqn. (3), the ideal optimal number of repeaters

n0
opt linearly increases as the wire lengthL increases. There-

fore, we have

LTbn0c � L0
max� LTdn0e;



wheren0 = n0
opt(L

0max). Furthermore, as the ideal opti-
mal delay is monotonically increasing with respect to wire
length,

Dtgt � D0
opt(LTbn0c) = Dopt(LTbn0c);

Dtgt � D0
opt(LTdn0e) = Dopt(LTdn0e):

In addition, the actual optimal delay is also monotonically
increasing. Therefore,

LTbn0c � Lmax� LTdn0e:

Therefore, the actual optimal number of repeaters of the in-
terconnect is eitherbn0c or dn0e. �

For an interconnect whose length is less thanLmax, in-
serting only repeaters is sufficient to meet the delay con-
straints. However, for interconnects with length longer than
Lmax, it is necessary to insert flip-flops. The following corol-
lary computes the least number of flip-flops required to meet
the delay and clock period constraints:

Corollary 1 Given an interconnect of length L, a delay
constraint Dtgt, and a clock period constraint, the minimal
number of flip-flops required is:

NFF =8><
>:

0 if L � Lmax;0,
1 if Lmax;0 < L � LL+LF,l

L�LF�LL
LM

m
+1 otherwise,

(5)

where Lmax;0 = Lmax(Rd;Cl ;Dtgt), LF =
Lmax(Rd;CF ;Dtgt;F ), LL = Lmax(RF ;Cl ;Dtgt;L), and
LM = Lmax(RF ;CF ;Dtgt;M). �

3.2 Feasible region for flip-flops

If n flip-flops are required to be inserted in an intercon-
nect, we denote the location of thei-th ( 1� i � n ) flip-flop
by fi . We define the feasible region (FR) for thei-th flip-flop
as

FRi = ( f ?i �WFR=2; f ?i +WFR=2)\ (0;L);

such that( f1; f2; :::::; fi ; ::::: fn) 2FR1�FR2� :::�FRn and
f1 � LF , fi � fi�1 � LM for 2 � i � n, andL� fn � LL.
Here, f ?i can be viewed as the central location of thei-th
flip-flop in its feasible region, andWFR denotes the width of
the feasible region.

For a flip-flop solution to be feasible, it must satisfy the
following inequalities:

f ?1 +WFR=2 � LF ;

f ?i � f ?i�1+WFR � LM; for 2� i � n;

L� f ?n +WFR=2 � LL:

Summing then+1 inequalities, we obtain:

L+nWFR � LF +(n�1)LM+LL:

In order to maximizeWFR, we get:

WFR = (LF +LL+(n�1)LM�L)=n: (6)

We can also obtain the central locationsf ?i :

f ?i = LF +(i�1)LM� (i�1=2)WFR: (7)

3.3 IFRs for flip-flops and repeaters

In the preceding section, the feasible region of the flip-
flops are calculated without consideration of the feasible re-
gion of repeaters between the flip-flops. If the first flip-flop
is inserted at locationf ?1 +WFR, then the locations of the
repeaters in the first segment is fixed. In fact, asLF , LM,
andLL are derived based on the optimal placement of re-
peaters, the locations of the repeaters between the flip-flops
are fixed if two consecutive flip-flops are placed as far apart
as possible but still within their feasible regions. That im-
poses a very severe restriction on the placement of repeaters
in a floorplan.

In this section, we consider finding the independent fea-
sible regions of flip-flops and repeaters such that they satisfy
the following condition: if every flip-flops or repeater is in
its independent feasible region, then that constitutes a valid
solution. The goal here is to balance the widths of the IFRs
of flip-flops and repeaters.

Consider the first segment of the interconnect. We as-
sume that the “length” of the segment is defined by on the
central position of the first flip-flop. Note that the actual
segment length is determined by the final placement of the
flip-flop. We can easily calculate the smallest number of
repeaters, denoted bynF , required to satisfy the timing con-
straint Dtgt;F based on Theorem 3 in [5]. We define the
independent feasible region of thei-th repeater

IFRr(i) = (x?

i �WF=2;x?

i +WF=2)\ (0; f ?1 );

and that of the first flip-flop as

IFRf (1) = ( f ?1 �WF=2; f ?1 +WF=2);

such that(x1;x2; :::::;xi ; :::::xnF ; f1) 2 IFRr(1)� IFRr(2)�
:::� IFRr(nF)� IFRf (1), andD(x1;x2; :::;xnF ; f1)�Dtgt;F ,
whereD(x1;x2; :::;xnF ; f1) denotes the Elmore delay of the
first segment. Here,WF denotes the width of the indepen-
dent feasible regions in the first segment. Similarly, we de-
notenM andnL as the numbers of repeaters required for the
middle segments and last segment, respectively. We also
denoteWM andWL as the widths of the independent feasi-
ble regions of the repeaters and flip-flops in the middle seg-
ments and the last segment, respectively. Based on Lemma
1 and Theorem 2 in [10], we obtain the following theorem
to compute the widthsWF , WM, andWL:
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Figure 2. IFRs for repeaters and Flip-Flops.

Theorem 2 Given an interconnect, the number, n, and the
central positions, f?i , of flip-flops inserted, and the number
of repeaters for each segment, nF, nM, and nL, the widths
WF, WM and WL of the respective independent feasible re-
gions are:

WF = 2(
q

K2
t;F +2rc(4nF +1)(Dtgt;F �Dopt;F)�

Kt;F )=(rc(4nF +1));

WM = (
q

K2
t;M +2rc(nM+1)(Dtgt;M �Dopt;M)�

Kt;M)=(rc(nM +1));

WL = 2(
q

K2
t;L +2rc(4nL+1)(Dtgt;L�Dopt;L)�

Kt;L)=(rc(4nL+1));

where Kt;F = rcx?

f ?1
+Rdc+ rCb, Kt;M = rcx?

f ?2� f ?1
+RFc+

rCb, Kt;L = rcx?

L� f ?n
+RFc+ rCb, and Dopt is the optimal

delay for the corresponding segment. Note that x? is the
wire length from the central position of the segment source
to the optimal position of the first repeater in the segment.
�

We may obtain two different widthsWF andWM for the IFR
of the first flip-flops and two different widthsWM andWL

for the IFR of the last flip-flop. Figure 2 shows an example
IFR for the first flip-flop. As it turns out, the IFR to the left
of the first flip-flop is constrained by the second segment,
and the IFR to its right is constrained by the first segment.
Therefore the actual width of the independent feasible re-
gion of the first flip-flop is(WF +WM)=2. Similarly, the
width of the independent feasible region of the last flip-flop
is (WM +WL)=2.

4 FF/repeater block planning and experi-
ment results

The FF/repeater block planning algorithm takes the ini-
tial floorplan, and delay constraints on the global nets as in-
puts. It determines the locations, assignments and sizes of
FF/repeater blocks to be inserted in the channel areas and

Table 1. Parameter values for experiments.
feature f c r R C Tb

size (MHz) fF/µm (Ωµm) (Ω) (fF) (ps)
0.25 400 0.139 0.050 228 15.8 84
0.18 600 0.147 0.076 238 9.7 57
0.13 800 0.148 0.220 294 5.0 31
0.10 1100 0.167 0.350 311 3.1 20

dead areas (or white spaces) between the circuit modules
such that the delay constraints can be satisfied.

We adapt the algorithms from [5, 10, 9] to perform
FF/repeater block planning. First, the dead areas and chan-
nel areas are divided into a set of rectangular candidate
FF/repeater blocks (CFRBs), where the planning algorithm
may insert FFs/repeaters to meet timing constraints. Next,
we compute the required numbers of FFs and repeaters re-
quired for each global net to meet its timing requirement
based on the physical information, and the IFRs of these
FFs/repeaters. Then, a bipartite graphG= (R;B;E) is con-
structed, where an edge(r 2 R;b2 B) 2 E means CFRBb
is in the IFR of FF/repeaterr. Finally, the iterative deletion
[6] on the bipartite graphG is used to assign a CFRB for
each FF or repeater .

We have implemented our FF/repeater block planning al-
gorithm using C++ on a Pentium 3 machine. In this section,
we present the details of our experimental set up and the
results obtained. The chip frequency and interconnect and
repeater parameters shown in Table 1 are obtained from [4]
and ITRS’99 roadmap [3]. We assume that the input capac-
itance and output resistance of a flip-flop are same as those
of a repeater, while its area is four times larger. The output
resistance (Rd, Rb andRF ) are and the input capacitance (Cl ,
Cb andCF ) are denoted byRandC in Table 1 respectively.

The experiments are based on MCNC benchmark cir-
cuits , under different technology generations from 0:25µm
to 0:10µm. We use the same initial floorplans as those in
[5, 10] even under different technology generations, assum-
ing that the chip area for each circuit remains the same even
when the technology scaled because each block in the cir-
cuit became more complex in the newer generation.

We use the target frequency published in the Roadmap
(see Table 1) to determine the clock period for 0:18µmtech-
nology. Assuming that the skew, setup time, and hold time
are negligible, the difference between the clock period and
a target delay are attributed to the logic delay. Using the
repeater intrinsic delay as the intrinsic delay of a logic gate,
we estimated the logic depth. To generate the target delays
for a different technology generation, we use the estimated
logic depth to calculate the logic delay under that technol-
ogy.

We summarize the experimental results in in Table 2. We
report the following results: (i) the ratio of the number of



Table 2. Experimental Results.
circuit feature Without flip-flops With flip-flops

size MET
NOMET δA MET

NOMET δA
0.25 167/5 0.04 167/5 0.04

apte 0.18 124/48 0.30 153/19 1.20
0.13 76/96 0.17 122/50 0.92
0.10 41/131 0.05 83/89 0.51
0.25 215/11 0.54 223/3 0.98

hp 0.18 175/51 0.15 219/7 2.19
0.13 135/91 0.20 200/26 1.55
0.10 82/144 0.05 151/75 0.63
0.25 452/3 0.37 455/0 0.67

xerox 0.18 297/158 1.45 453/2 2.23
0.13 144/311 0.34 405/50 2.72
0.10 95/360 0.04 257/198 2.04
0.25 361/2 0.43 361/2 0.43

ami33 0.18 237/126 2.00 351/12 3.58
0.13 110/253 0.32 340/23 5.09
0.10 47/316 0.05 231/132 2.17
0.25 539/6 0.08 540/2 0.38

ami49 0.18 460/85 2.38 533/12 5.55
0.13 262/283 0.86 523/22 6.06
0.10 130/415 0.19 405/140 3.90

nets for which the delay constraint is met to the number of
nets for which the delay constraint is not satisfied, denoted
by MET

NOMET; (ii) the chip area increase,δA expressed as a
percentage of the original chip area. We compare the results
for repeater block planning with and without FF insertion.

Comparing the data in Table 2, we observe that the num-
ber of nets requiring FFs increases greatly as the feature size
decreases. As expected, using FFs together with repeaters
increases the ability to meet timing constraints drastically,
from 23.6% to 61.9% on the average for 0:10µmtechnology,
and from 59.3% to 86.1% on the average for all four feature
sizes. The results also show that using FFs and repeaters
consume much more chip area than using repeaters only.
There are two main reasons: First, those nets requiring FFs
are usually very long, and to meet their timing constraint,
usually quite a few repeaters are also required in addition to
the flip-flops. Therefore, more repeaters are required when
we consider FF insertion. Second, usually the area of an
FF is much bigger than that of a repeater. This strongly
supports our claim that it is important to consider the in-
sertion of both FFs and repeaters simultaneously at early
design stages; otherwise, it will be very difficult to intro-
duce additional FFs and repeaters at a later stage, without
significantly affecting the floorplan and placement.

The results, however, show that not all the interconnect
timing delay constraints can be met. One reason is that we
consider only monotonic path for all two-pin interconnects,

which means that the wire length of every interconnect is
optimal. While such an approach works for most nets, it
is overly restrictive for a few nets that have their shortest
routes obstructed by other circuit blocks (see discussions
earlier). Therefore, some “post processing”, in which de-
tour path should be considered, may be necessary. The re-
sult can also be improved if there are distributed “buffer
sites” proposed in [2]. Here, the buffer sites can also be
used for FF insertion.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a flip-flop/repeater in-
sertion method to meet stringent timing constraints at early
design stage for global interconnects. The concept of inde-
pendent feasible region is used for simultaneous planning of
flip-flops and repeaters. Experimental results show that our
technique can improve the ability to meet timing given any
floorplan and the necessity of FF/repeater planning during
RTL or higher design stages.
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